ANCIENT EGYPT
Mystery Hunt at the Yale Peabody Museum

ANSWERS TO FRONT PAGE

1. What are the two creatures (facing each other, painted black) on the feet of the stone sarcophagus cover of Khenty-im-hotep? **THE JACKAL GOD, ANUBIS**

2. In the ARCHAEOLOGY section of the Egypt exhibit, what color are the beads from the Middle Kingdom? **GREEN**  How about the beads (larger circle) from the Old Kingdom? **RED**

3. Find the Animal Mummies case. What animal is the smaller of the two mummies? **CAT**

4. Find the human mummy in the back corner of the exhibit and look at the mask covering the face. What color are the nose and chin painted? **GOLD (OR YELLOW)**

5. In the BURIAL CUSTOMS section, the lids of the canopic jars represent which four animal heads? **FALCON, JACKAL, HUMAN, BABOON**

6. Find the DOMESTIC LIFE section. What are the beads in the jasmine blossom necklace made of? **FAIENCE**

7. In the FARM AND FIELD; WORK AND PLAY section, what is the name of the ancient Egyptian board game? **SENET**  And how many red game pieces are on display? **9**

8. In the LATE PERIOD EGYPT section, imagine you just rolled the dice – what is your score? **12**

9. Draw the pillow from the DOMESTIC LIFE section below. Does it look comfortable? **OPINION, BUT PROBABLY NO!**